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A Summary of Key Findings
What can Hoosiers expect if Route O from Spencer County to I-69 in
Bloomington is chosen through the Mid-States Corridor planning process?
Nine benefits will emerge:
• Travel efficiency on underserved transportation infrastructure in the
region will improve on numerous fronts
• $1 Billion in new annual revenue
• Revenue increases and job growth will mean dramatic increases
in local and state fiscal impacts, including much needed tax revenue
(> $200 mil)
• An already powerhouse-level tourism industry will at least double in size
• Multiple thousands of good-paying jobs will be created in the
short- and long-term (>12,000 – 20,000)
• Improved infrastructure will dramatically reduce accidents
and improve travel time
• New connectivity to key airports, ports and other logistics centers will
provide much needed improvements for large and small businesses,
including major manufacturing firms and the $2 billion Naval Surface Warfare
Center near Bedford
• As employment mobility increases, so will workforce attraction levels.
This will help reverse a current – and most concerning – trend of
regional population decline and “brain drain”
• Seasonal flooding that inhibits current business activity, future growth, and
cuts off access will be positively addressed and resolved
Three separate reports conducted by professional independent firms (Ginovus/
Indiana University Public Policy Institute; Hunden Strategic Partners; and VET
Environmental Engineering) – focusing on both the Spencer County-Dubois County
issues and up through French Lick, Mitchell, Bedford – found the following:
• The combined projects to build connectivity along Route O will produce
more than $1 billion annually in new revenue and economic growth over
the next 30 years (at least $32.5 billion, an increase of 26% over current
Gross Domestic Product in the region)
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• Local revenue from construction of Route O and roadways
in Spencer and Dubois counties will likely top $200 million in
the short-term
• The projects will begin a reversal of current critical population decline in
counties along Route O (as the Dubois analysis found, “Population in the
area is decreasing, which is one of the most concerning statistics, as it is
an important indicator for the economic vitality of an area.” Left unchecked,
this current “brain drain” and population decline “could prove detrimental”
to short- and long-term economic growth
and stability.)
• “Tourism will flourish” in the region with dramatic positive impact on the
national attractions of the Holiday World/Splashin’ Safari and French Lick
Resort/West Baden and several other smaller related tourism clusters (as
reported in the extensive Hunden Strategic Partners (HSP) Dubois/Spencer
Counties analysis)
• Dramatic new workforce development opportunities are expected to
emerge, particularly as key workers will have great mobility and access
to major economic engines like manufacturing operations in Jasper
and Bedford, nationally ranked tourism venues in Spencer and Orange
counties, and better overall access to the $2 billion Naval Surface Warfare
Center/Naval Support Activity facilities
Of the 5,500 engineering,
scientists and other
high-wage technical

Bloomington

professionals who work at
NSA and NSWC Crane,
fully half live in the
Route O communities of
Lawrence and Monroe
counties.

Bedford

Paoli
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• Investing in the 231 route option will “exacerbate the business,
employment and housing struggles facing Lawrence and Orange
counties,” according to the Ginovus report
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•B
 etter movement of freight through the presently underserved region
(the Jasper economic region represents the largest economic and population
center without reasonable four-lane highway access) will create new
opportunities for small and large businesses alike (e.g. traffic counts drop
precipitously south of Mitchell Indiana because of outdated road access,
impacting growth and workforce opportunities for Lehigh Hanson’s planned
$600 million expansion, which is already under construction)

COALITION

• Higher safety and fewer accidents (projecting a drop in 550 accidents
per year, saving more than $9 million in costs on an annual basis)
• Construction of Route O would not touch state or federally managed
properties in the Hoosier National Forest and other protected lands,
according to the VET Environmental Engineering report and interviews with
state officials

WHAT’S THE CURRENT STATUS?
According to a comprehensive report conducted by Ginovus and the Indiana
University Public Policy Institute, despite the dynamic growth opportunities inherent
in local economic hubs like manufacturing in Jasper and Bedford, the high-tech
Naval Surface Warfare Center, major tourism centers at the French Lick Resort and
amusement parks in Spencer County, “each remains relatively underserved in terms
Bloomington
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of connectivity and access to a robust,
efficient transportation network.”
The HSP report recognized that major
bottlenecks in transportation capacity exists
through the Mid-States Corridor region. Such
bottlenecks particularly hamper economic
growth in the Route O region, limiting the
smooth and efficient movement of freight
throughout the region, impacting the strategic
mobility of workforce and job access,
and creating unnecessary safety hazards
throughout the region.
A key fact? “Nearly all of the strong traded
clusters in the study area rely heavy on the
transporting of goods and supplies. Improving
the north-south movement through the area
is crucial to maintain mature industry clusters
and attract a workforce.”
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In addition, seasonal flooding presently creates substantial issues
on a regular basis, disrupting traffic, workforce mobility and freight deliveries.
Portions of all existing roadways in Route O currently need upgrading to effectively deal
with seasonal flooding and improve reliable access and safety. The HSP report adds:
“The Dubois and Spencer county areas are effectively isolated from northern parts of
Indiana. During inclement weather, employees can have difficulty getting to work, and
the barriers to transport are discouraging new talent from moving into the area.”
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K E N T U C KY

Access to ports and other critical connectivity
(including airport hubs to the north and south) is
presently limited and suboptimized.
The HSP report sums it up: “The biggest
challenge and opportunity is the lack of direct,
efficient access through the entire corridor,
forcing trucks and passenger cars to choose to
either go very far out of their way to use interstatequality highways, or take a slow, dangerous and
laborious more direct route.”
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WHAT’S ON DECK?

The formal Ginovus report emphasized that “the
models indicate potential for significant growth
in regional employment, wages, sales and tax
revenue” if Route O is constructed. Presently,
a “net deficit of available workforce” exists in the Route O region. Friction in the
Route O marketplace shows up in disparities regarding “housing vacancy,
unemployment and distribution of business output.”
T E N N E SS E E

Regarding commercial defense contracts serviced in Bedford as related to NSWC
Crane, the Ginovus analysis reported that “transportation time and cost is already
impacting their ability to service customers.”
A key finding from the HSP analysis regarding the future of the Jasper region stated:
“The importance of connecting Jasper and Dubois County to the larger regional
expressway network cannot be understated with regard to the business and
manufacturing community. Many of the largest local employers are no longer owned
by families or corporations with ties to Dubois County, thus, their loyalty to the
community is weaker. If access to the outside world is not made more efficient, the
area, Jasper in particular (because it is the farthest and largest employment center
from any existing expressway) is in a position to lose corporate manufacturing
facilities to other competing cities and towns outside of the region or state, and its
ability to attract new facilities and the pool of good employees is greatly inhibited.”
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(emphasis added) The analysis continued: “Therefore, positioning the
corridor route (and its interchanges with local access roads) in close
proximity to the existing manufacturing and warehouse facilities is nearly
as important as the very existence of the proposed expressway.” (emphasis HSP’s)
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Holiday World attraction map

French Lick attraction map

TOURISM ASSETS - AN ENHANCED ECONOMIC DRIVER
FOR EXISTING NATIONAL ATTRACTIONS
The DSP and Ginovus reports identified the facts that despite outdated transportation
infrastructure, both the French Lick Resort and the Holiday World/Surfin’ Safari
amusement park currently draw well over a combined two million visitors to the
region, pulling tourists and tourism dollars from well beyond both the local region
and the state of Indiana.
The DSP analysis makes three critical points:
• “The busiest and largest attractions in the area, such as the resorts in
French Lick and Holiday World and Splashin’ Safari in Santa Claus, are
shown to draw less from their own state north of the local area, than from
the populations to the east, west and south, in which modern, speedy
expressways can easily carry tourists to and from these locations.
• “French Lick’s resorts and casino, in particular, is quite isolated, which is…
a hinderance to attracting more visitors from nearly any direction, especially
the centers of populations in central Indiana and north.
• “A highway connecting both French Lick and Holiday World to northern
populations center such as Indianapolis and the mid-sized metropolitan
areas in the northern half of the state would cause a significant uptick in
visitation from these areas and overall.” (emphasis added)
Lack of adequate infrastructure sub-optimizes these vital assets, as the DSP report
emphasizes: “The growth potential of tourism and retail sectors in Dubois and
Spencer Counties is severely limited and cut-off from an available market of millions
of people in several cities, especially those lying in central and northern Indiana,
without a major four-lane expressway than can serve and connect this area, especially
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to the north and south” (emphasis added) A non-preferred present
outcome for Spencer, Dubois and Orange counties? As the DSP
analysis continues: “Attractions depend on efficient highway access from all
directions to thrive, especially from within Indiana, and in the current state of the
transportation network, the potential market area is not being utilized effectively.
Too often, when given the option of traveling to visit attractions in south central
Indiana, people in central and northern Indiana are either ignorant of their existence
or decide the necessary travel time and route planning is too lengthy and laborious,
and decide, instead to travel elsewhere or stay home.”

ENHANCED TAX REVENUE OVER 30 YEARS
According to the combined HSP and Ginovus studies, new local taxes created
from the Route O region are expected to top $200 million over a 30-year period
(about $7 million a year).

MAJOR NEW CONNECTIVITY
The present isolated status of businesses in Spencer, Dubois, Orange and Lawrence
counties – as well as Crawford County and other close-by areas – means that existing
and future operations will have enhanced and strategic access to established major
airport hubs in Indianapolis, Louisville, Cincinnati and Memphis (Tennessee), all home
to UPS and FedEx facilities. Enhanced tourism and other urban retail/commercial
markets will open with improved access to the Chicago, Detroit, and Nashville
(Tennessee) major regions. Further, new transportation connectivity means better
strategic access to critical existing ports in Jeffersonville and other areas.

THE TIME IS NOW
A critical reason for pursuing the Route O option now is the key fact that whether
the state choses to move forward with the Route O option now or in the future,
eventually the expansion will be required as outdated roads continue to create
systemic economic, workforce and safety issues. By waiting, the state simply
postpones a day of economic reckoning. In the future costs will likely grow, making
the project more expensive. At the same time, postponing the construction of
Route O will create a massive opportunity cost based on the short-term loss of
revenue and job growth and declining population.

STAY IN TOUCH – MORE INFORMATION

MEDIA INQUIRY

Web: http://frenchlickparkwaycoalition.com/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/FrenchLickParkwayCoalition
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/french-lick-parkway-coalition
Twitter: https://twitter.com/FLParkwaytm

Michael Snyder, MEK Group
msnyder@themekgroup.com
11405 North Pennsylvania Street,
Suite 103, Carmel Indiana, 46302
o 317.805.4870 | c 317.709.3560
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